Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: stresses on the necessity of basing the
reformations on an inclusive clear plan

Reformations remain the most occupying issue in the political and social actuality in Iraq,
-and for its importance, chairman Supreme Islamic Council in Iraq (SICI) Sayyid Ammar Al
Hakim indicated that the ministerial reshuffle do not cover all aspects of reformations but
one of its steps, diagnosing the problem in Iraq by the malfunction in the structure of the
Iraqi state and the legislations\' vagueness and overlapping in other occasions, stressing
on the importance of basing reformations on a clear inclusive reform plan.

\r\n

At Baghdad dewan for media elites on Saturday February 20, 2016, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim
emphasized that the Supreme Council is in favor of reformations and will never stand against
it, pointing to that reformation would either be conducted through specialized committees
that assess the work of current ministries since the beginning of the new government tenure

at which the dysfunctional ministers are replaced, or by assembling a technocrat government
- away from political blocs – supported by a parliament majority that gather all Iraqi
denominations that will support, guide and establish this government at the same time,
wondering :\" if the committee proved the competent of a minister to run a specific
ministry, is there a reason to replace a present competent minister with a potential one?\",
noting to the importance of having a parliament bloc supporting the government and as a
result we will be able to segregate the state\'s governmental technical administration from
the governmental strategic political administration.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim indicated that management is not related to specialty, for instance,
one can find a person with highest academic degrees in a specific field, yet unable to carry
out management, calling to watch for minister fidelity along with his capacity and
efficiency, notifying to agendas attempting to fail everything in Iraq and trying to fail
everyone, showing his support to the Sayyid Muqtada Al-Sadr initiative , calling the
political blocs and the Iraqi house of representatives to study the initiative, describing
as true and enterprising.

\r\n

In respect of liberating Mosul, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim reiterated his stand, Mosul city is
for its people, and a city of variety and all varied natives should participate in
liberating it, stressing on the importance of Popular Forces participation in liberating the
city, considering targeting the Popular Forces as unjustified.

\r\n

In respect of economic status, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim called journalists to address economic
issues at the right way, because Iraq is a wealthy country and not bankrupt, and all the

procedures are conducted to provide liquidity for the sustainability of payrolls and battle
fronts, confirming that one of the solutions is to get loans with low interests and Iraq is
capable of paying if economic issues are well managed.
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